Introduction
In this paper, we propose a novel noise suppression scheme with a single microphone, which has excellent performance for the voice with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and with time-varying nature in the vehicle. In the proposed scheme, the spectral structure specific to the voice is extracted with image processing of the spectrogram. The scheme has been applied to several noise-degraded speeches, compared the results with those obtained from the spectral subtraction, and found to be promising, especially for low SNR speech. Figure 1 shows the processing flow diagram for the noise reduction.
Processing Flow
The audio signal from a single microphone is applied, and the noise-degraded speech signal is converted into the spectrogram for pursuing image processing. The spectrogram is temporarily stored for the time period necessary for the processing.
The thinning operation is applied to the stored spectrogram. To determine the spectrum structure from the spectrogram, a thinning operation is needed. We propose a scheme of thinning and the binarizing at the same time by exploiting the feature of the spectrogram.
The pixel-tracking and labeling operations are applied to the thinned spectrogram, and the spectrum with a short duration is removed as noise. Considering that average duration of a Japanese vowel is 64-101(ms) (1) , the spectrum whose duration is shorter than 48(ms) is removed.The voice section is detected according to the harmonic structure, and the other sections are removed as noise.
The thinned spectrogram is scanned along the frequency axis, and the interval of the adjacent frequency components is measured. Note that the intervals for the noise are unstationary, while a stationary is regarded as the voice section where the harmonic structure is present. Some of the obtained values even in the voice section may be discontinuous due to the influence of the noise. To remove the discontinuities, we use a median filter.
A bank of band-pass filters each of which passes only the extracted frequency component of the voice are synthesized and the audio data are applied to there filters.
Experiments and Results
Four speech sentences spoken by three male speakers and three female speakers have been used for evaluation. The length of each speech data is about 10(s). The noises used in the experiment are the one taken from JEIDA noise data-base (2) (2(liter) class car) and the sound recorded in a running small car. The noises are added to the original voices so that SNR may become 0, 5, and 10(dB). The experimental evaluation for the proposed scheme have been made and compared with the spectral subtraction. Figure 2 shows the mean values of the output SNR versus input SNR. The proposed scheme is considered to be especially effective for low SNR. -II, No.12, pp.1741 -1749 (1995 (2) S. Itahashi : "A noise database and Japanese common speech data corpus", JASJ, Vol.47, No.12, pp.951-953 (1991-12) Comparison between proposed-and SSmethods Speech recognition systems have come to be used widely. When any speech recognition system is disturbed by surrounding noises, considerable reduction in the recognition rate is inevitable. It is much desired to develop noise reduction methods so that any speech recognition system can be used in realistic environments. We propose a novel scheme especially effective for reducing the noise generated in the vehicles. The reduction is achieved through image processing techniques applied to the corresponding spectrograms. Experiments have been conducted on speech sounds in the vehicles. The performances have been evaluated in terms of the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The proposed scheme has been compared with the conventional spectral subtraction method, and found to be promising especially for speeches corrupted with great amount of car noises. 
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